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I am pleased to announce today that I have received from Secretary Hills the interim report of the President's Committee on Urban Development and Neighborhood Revitalization. The report deals forthrightly with the problems of our cities and the strengths of their neighborhoods.

It is a direct result of a White House meeting held last May which included city officials and neighborhood and community leaders who have been concerned about the revitalization of our cities and their neighborhoods.
SECRETARY HILLS AND HER COLLEAGUES RECOMMEND POSITIVE STEPS TOWARD CONSOLIDATING AND IMPROVING FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND INVOLVING CITIZENS IN LOCAL DECISION MAKING.

THE PEOPLE OF MANY OF OUR NATION'S URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS, AND THEIR ELECTED OFFICIALS, HAVE TAKEN THE INITIATIVE IN SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION.
OUR BEST COURSE OF ACTION IN THE FUTURE IS TO PROVIDE AS MUCH SUPPORT AS POSSIBLE FOR RESPONSIBLE COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERS TO PRESERVE AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN OUR NATION'S NEIGHBORHOODS.
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